Unpowered drop test is very important for reusable launch vehicle (RLV) autolanding technology development. One of the challenges is to design an autolanding trajectory with enough robustness against uncertainties of drop conditions, aerodynamic characteristic and disturbances from control system and environment. In this paper, a solution including trajectory generation and control design is proposed for a drop test RLV demonstrator. Firstly, the drop test and vertical flight trajectory are introduced. Also, parts of the drop flight, segments of landing trajecory and trajectory design parameters in groups are shown. Secondly, an online trajectory generation method including self-adapted capture segment plan and landing trajectory optimization following UAV auto-landing experience are illustrated in detail by designing groups of parameters. Then, simple but practical gain schedule control laws are presented. Finally, mathematic simulation and analysis based on both RSS and Monte Carlo methods indicate that the solution proposed has shown an acceptable robustness and can provide enough capability for the demonstrator to land saftly.
Introduction
Unpowered drop test is always used for validating the auto-landing ability of a newly developed RLV. The vehicle will be dropped away from the carrier about 7-8 km high above the ground, and slide along an arranged trajectory until landing on the pointed runway. Without propulsion system on board, energy control of such a low lift-to-drag vehicle is very difficult. That is why the vertical auto-landing trajectory should be carefully designed before the test, to ensure the safety and enhance the robustness and reliability.
Shuttle unpowered auto-landing trajectory design method (Tsikalas, 1982) is worth learning because of the successful development and applications of Shuttle. The nominal trajectory comprises four segments: steep glideslope, circular flare, exponential flare and shallow glideslope. During the steep glideslope segment, energy and trajectory dispersions caused by TAEM flight will be removed by establishing and stabilizing expected velocity. The circular flare employs a circular arc to linearly increase the flight path angle from steep to shallow. The exponential flare is necessary for avoiding acceleration discontinuity during the transition onto the shallow glideslope. And in the shallow glideslope, the vehicle flies with a relatively small vertical velocity until the landing flare sets the craft on the runway.
With the same segment settings, an Auto-landing I-load Program (ALIP) is developed for X-34 (Barton and Tragesser, 1999) , which enforces physical constraints such as loads, vertical descent rate, continuity, and smoothness reduces the design problem to a two-point boundary value problem(TBVP) with conditions on the initial and final dynamic pressure. The ALIP is able to decrease design time and add substantial robustness to off nominal conditions.
In this paper, a developed auto-landing solution for an unpowered drop test RLV demonstrator is proposed, including a drop test trajectory design method and classic control laws. In the second and third section, an on-line trajectory generation method based on the ALIP is illustrated, which is improved for better safeties in these two aspects: 1) to increase robustness of guidance against drop conditions, a self-adapted capture segment is added in front of the steep glideslope segment; 2) to ensure the touchdown performance, the position and dynamic pressure of the final plan point of TBVP, which is set to be the starting point of the shallow gideslope segment, is determined according to UAV auto-landing trajectory design experience. In the forth section, classic gain scheduling control laws which are simple but focus on engineering are introduced. In the last section, the Root Sum Square (RSS) Method and Monte Carlo Method are used for simulation analysis and evaluation of the proposed solution in multi-disturbance circumstances.
Vertical Flight Trajectory Design
The design of vertical auto-landing trajectory of a drop RLV demonstrator is a two-point boundary value problem, with the initial and ending states specified. The design would process the velocity profile depending on the height profile, in order to meet the constrained state of touchdown. With the vehicle pointing directly to the runway, the whole flight comprises 4 parts: free flight, attitude stabilizing, capturing, and landing. The landing segment also comprises 6 segments: Steep Glideslope, Circular Flare, Exponential Decay, Shallow Glideslope, Landing Flare and runway running, as shown in Fig  During the attitude stabilization segment, the attitude of the demonstrator will be controlled to a prescribed value;
 During the Capturing segment, a trajectory would be generated according to the current position of the demonstrator, the height and horizontal displacement would be controlled, with the reduce of the initial position error;
 During the Steep Glideslope Segment, a trajectory following will be performed, stabilizing the demonstrator flight in the glideslope;
 The segments of Circular Flare and Exponential Decay will control the demonstrator from a large path angle to a smaller one;
 Vertical velocity control will be performed at the final Shallow Glideslope segment, to satisfy the constrained descending rate of touchdown.
Considering the flight states in each segment, the segments contain the need of trajectory design starting from the Capturing Segment, and ending at the Exponential Decay segment. The mathematical representation of the autolanding trajectory is in ground axes, with the prescribed touchdown point D as the origin, using the direction pointing to the farther end of runway as X, and the lateral direction to the right size of the runway as Z, up as Y. The relationship between vertical altitude (h) of the demonstrator and the downrange distance, X, can be www.ccsenet.org/mas Modern Applied Science Vol. 8, No. 5; 2014 206 expressed as the following equations.
Circular part of Trajectory Capturing:
Landing Steep glideslope:
Steep glideslope:
Exponential Decay and shallow glideslope:
The description of parameters in the equations is presented in Tab. 1, the first 10 parameters define the trajectory geometry of landing segments, and parameters 11-14 define the trajectory of capturing segment. The last parameter indicates the drop point of the demonstrator. Group3: Proportion Factor of Exponential Flare H DY , Origin of the circular flare arc K, the radius of the arc R, the altitude of the starting point of circular flare H B , and the touchdown point A can be determined considering the continuous of trajectory and the restriction of X C and  .
Group 4: Coordinate of the starting point of Capturing Segment N, the radius of the arc R P , the finishing point of arc trajectory M can be generated by the online self-adaption algorithm based on the current position (P) of the demonstrator at the end of the attitude stabilization segment.
Parameter Selection
Offline trajectory design needs strict restriction of dropping window, while the online trajectory design reduces its dependence on the pre-designed trajectory, expanding the envelop of initial value constraints, providing the trajectory phase with the maximum robustness, with enhancing the safety and reliability of the demonstrator. So the self-adaption method is used to calculate the capturing segment parameters while the offline method is used in the calculation of parameters in landing segments.
Group 1 a)
Supposing the dynamic pressure and the path angle in Steep Glideslope stay the same, selected steep glideslope angle maintain the balance of gravity component and the drag. The motion equations of the demonstrator are given by:
where q is the dynamic pressure, S is the wing span, C L is the lift coefficient, C D is the drag coefficient, m is the demonstrator mass, g the gravity acceleration, and the path angle is given by
Obviously, the path angle at any altitude is inverse proportion to the lift-to-drag ratio, meaning that the smaller the lift-to-drag ratio is, the larger will be, and the bigger the effection on of the lift-to-drag ratio uncertainty will be. Thus, the path angle better be picked as small as possible from which can meet the needs of the energy and stability requirements.
b)
Shallow glideslope angle is determined by the velocity and descending rate of touchdown, the relationship of touchdown velocity, descending velocity and shallow glideslope angle can be expressed as:
The smaller is, the smaller descending rate will be, and the easier realized the flare will be. Considering the demonstrator is accelerated in this segment, the parameter should be picked according to the descending rate of the landing flare starting velocity of common UAV. c) Horizontal coordinate of starting point of flare Horizontal coordinate of starting point of flare X L , can be determined by the prescribed duration of the landing flare segment. The landing flare segment begins at altitude of 15 meters, and ends after 5 seconds, so X L can be given by:
So, X L is determined by the velocity and path angle of the landing flare segment. 
Group 2
The iteration procedure of solving parameters of group 2 is shown in Fig. 2 . In every interation step, with the initial altitude H A and dynamic pressure q A of the landing trajectory already determined by experience, trajectory geometry parameters, including coordinates of Points A, B, C, K and L, is derived from the guessed abscissa of starting point (X C ) and decay rate (  ) of exponential flare segment. Then a simulation (Barton and Tragesser, 1999) based on the generated trajectory is carried out, and the dynamic pressure in Point L and the normal overload at point C is calulated. If the dynamic pressure in Point L exceeds the constraint, parameter  will be adjusted for the next interation. If not, when the normal overload at point C exceeds the constraint, parameter X C will be adjusted for the next interation. Once the new parameter  or X C adjusted, next interation step begins.
The adjustment of  is trying to find a realizable flight trajectory under the constraints of starting point of landing and starting point of flare. The adjustment of X C is processed in the whole flight trajectory, with little influence of experience factor of designers. If normal overload is added to the consideration of design, the change of normal overload will be smaller, making the trajectory smoother.
Group 3
After parameters of groups 1 and 2 and the initial altitude of landing segmants are determined, H DY , R , , and the coordinate of points A, B and K can be determined with derivation of geometry relation.
The proportion factor of the exponential function is given by: The radius R is given by:
The path angle at cross point of the Circular Flare and Exponential Decay ( ) is given by:
The coordinate of point C is given by:
The coordinate of point B is given by:
The coordinate of point K is given by:
The coordinate of point A is given by:
Group 4
After the parameters of landing segment determined as above and the altitude of point M picked based on experience, coordinates of point M and N and the radius R P can be calculated online with self-adapted algorithm based on demonstrator position, once its orientation is stabilized and the velocity is below constraint in capturing segment.
a) The coordinate of point M is given by:
b) The radius R P is given by:
c) The coordinate of point N is given by: 
Gain Scheduling Control
The gain scheduling control laws of the demonstrator are illustrated in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . In the attitude stabilization segment, the pitch angle is controlled. While in the capturing segment, the altitude and vertical velocity are controlled, with the altitude command calculated according to equation 1 to 5 and the vertical velocity command generated following changes of the altitude command. The demonstrator use IAS control (PI) in the velocity control loop, and the command is predetermined offline. The IAS is achieved by using the speedbrake, which will generate an additional moment to the demonstrator. Thus, a cross-link of speedbrake command ( sbcmd  ) and elevator command ( ecmd  ) is introduced to the pitch control law. Besides, the pitch angle rate, the normal overload and the axial overload are also introduced, to enhance the damping of the system.
Simulation and Analysis
In order to verify the auto-landing solution proposed in this paper, two methods are applied to conducte flight simulations and performance evaluations based on the demonstrator. One is RSS analysis method, which is used to find primary factors that can exacerbate the flight performance and the right direction to improve the solution, by evaluating how different uncertain factors affects the flight performance. The other is Monte Carlo method, in order to evaluate the robustness of the solution by finding out flight performance boundaries with existence of multiple uncertain factors. In RSS analysis, we primarily researched on the influences of 37 uncertain factors belonging to four categories, which are flight quality characteristics, aero-dynamic parameters, initial drop conditions, and turbulence; we also did our research on 12 flight performance items belonging to three categories, which are touchdown performance, taxiing performance, and in-flight performance. The definitions, units, expected boundary values, standard values and RSS computation results of all these performances are listed in Tab. 2. Fig. 5 shows the RSS analysis results of each performance item as well as the 5 most influential ones. We can see from the results that the velocity at touchdown point and the maximum lateral taxiing deviation are close to or even have exceeded the www.ccsenet.org/mas Modern Applied Science Vol. 8, No. 5; 2014 expected performance boundary, the main influential factor of which is the wind field. Besides, the other items of flight performance are acceptable after being disturbed. Therefore, this design still needs to be improved. If not, more rigorous wind field condition of the unpowered drop test should be proposed for the safty of the autolanding; if improved, the anti-wind capability of the aircraft would be increased.
As for the Monte Carlo method, we added sensor measurement errors in 10000 times of simulation. Fig.6 shows the statistical results of the primary flight performance parameters. Star signs are used to mark the expected performance boundary. We can see from the results that the average of the touchdown points, 'x' marks, is slightly to the right of the standard trajecory. The percentage of the touchdown points that are inside the expected area is 97.2%. The other flight parameters in addition to that can basically satisfy the flight performance boundary. Fig. 7 shows the vertical and lateral flight trajectories, which can apparently converge to the standard trajectory with the existence of multiple uncertain factors. This indicates that the solution has shown an acceptable robustness and can provide enough capability for the demonstrator to land saftly.
Results of the aforementioned two simulations have shown that this autolanding solution is feasible and acceptable. And if the anti-wind capability can be increased, the flight performance would be better improved. 
Conclusions
To ensure a safe auto-landing of a unpowerred drop test vehicle, a new auto-landing solution is proposed including an on-line trajectory generation method and gain scheduling control laws.
In the generation of autolanding segments, a self-adaped capture segment is considered, an iteration method optimizing the abscissa of starting point of flare segment and decay rate of exponential flare is introduced to reduce effects of human decision, and the end of shallow steep is setted to be the 15m high to improve touch down performance, all of which lead to a more robust trajectory generation process. Besides, the classic gain schedulilng control laws are feasible and reliable with simple but useful control mode and logic.
RSS and Monte Carlo Methods are used for simulation analysis and evaluation of the proposed solution in multi-disturbance circumstances. Analysis results prove that the autoland solution is effective and robust to generate a smoothed and energy controllable trajectory for a safe autolanding with multiple uncertain factors. Vol. 8, No. 5; 2014 
